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Learned Society
Before answering specific questions 3 and 14 we would like to make some general points.

We appreciate the intentions of the National Curriculum Review, and welcome many elements of the revised curriculum, which builds on the strengths of the 1999 curriculum.

The Government response to the consultation conducted February – April 2013 did not address all the community’s clearly expressed concerns. Raising standards is not simply achieved by setting the bar high. The goal should be to set the bar slightly higher and at a level to which ordinary students and teachers can aspire, and then to provide the necessary support and encouragement to enable most to attain this new level. It is not evident from the Government response that it recognises the dangers of raising the bar in a way that leaves teachers and Senior Management believing they have to force students to grapple with material for which they do not have the necessary mathematical foundations. In mathematics this does serious damage from which students almost never recover.

We have related concerns with the implementation of the draft orders. While ‘greater school autonomy over curriculum and assessment’ may be a feature of successful school systems, not all schools in England have the capacity to confidently interpret the curriculum and develop good teaching materials. Providing curriculum guidance and teaching materials at a national or regional level does not prevent school autonomy; it allows inspired experts to spread their wisdom widely, and prevents wasteful fragmentation and duplication.

In our response to the National Curriculum Review earlier this year we expressed our concern that in addition to the curriculum, however well constructed, there should be guidance notes for teachers, so that the interpretation of the curriculum is not largely driven by anticipating tests. This remains our position. (These detailed guidance notes would be non-statutory, but would carry authority if developed by a strong and widely respected team.)

In mathematics new ideas must generally be encountered more than once before formal mastery is achieved; guidance notes and good teaching materials are needed to interpret the curriculum, to ensure that each new concept is gradually developed, rather than rushed into as a separate and identified ‘topic’ to be covered and then regarded as done.

We believe that collaborative projects should be funded which will allow those who can, and indeed have, developed rich teaching materials and effective internal assessment to make these widely available. The current state of the textbook market does not suggest that market mechanisms and commercial publishers will be sufficient to provide suitable textbooks and teaching materials. Too much of what is available is geared to directly ‘teaching to the test’ rather than building real understanding and appreciation of mathematics.
We continue to have concerns about the pace and general procedures of the review, and believe that a structure such as a properly funded curriculum committee for mathematics, with a rolling remit, would be a better mechanism for the construction, maintenance, monitoring and periodic review of the mathematics curriculum and related matters such as assessment.

1 Do you have any general comments on the draft Order?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th></th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Comments:
3 Do you have any comments on the revised draft programmes of study or attainment targets for mathematics?

- Yes
- No

Comments:

On primary, much of the curriculum is carefully constructed, coherent and well thought out. However we remain concerned that the content is over-ambitious so that some of the more advanced topics will be taught mechanistically and the key basics may not be taught with the right depth and understanding.

Some of the material would be better included in guidance notes for teachers as possible enrichment and challenge material, rather than as part of the mainstream curriculum to be mastered by all. For instance, fractions with denominator 7 are explicitly included in the year 3 programme of study, which is clearly premature for almost all pupils.

At Key Stage 3 we are concerned at the low level of detail, which leaves the curriculum open to a wide variety of interpretation. This concern is amplified by the lack of assurance that key additional measures which we believe must go hand and hand with curriculum specification will be taken. (These measures, described in more detail in the preamble to this response, include guidance notes for teachers and teaching materials.)

14 Please let us have your views on responding to this consultation (e.g. the number and type of questions, whether it was easy to find, understand, complete etc.).

Comments:

We are concerned at the short duration of this consultation, particularly given its timing in the school year.
Thank you for taking the time to let us have your views. We do not intend to acknowledge individual responses unless you place an 'X' in the box below.
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